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Friends &
Troublemakers

(recycled hymns for
urgent use)
[and there’s an index at the back]
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How to use? It’s up to you:
As hymns,
ready to be sung to a tune you
already know.
As poems for re ection.

(there are some basic indexes at the bottom
of the le)

Legal etc
All texts are original work of Rev David Coleman,
arising out of day-to-day work with local churches.
Copyright remains his. If you record, please send an
MP3 to chaplain@ecocongregationscotland.org
Invite David to your church, online or in person as
regulations or circumstances allow.
Use of this material, including images:
Free to those who download this le, for use,
sharing and adaptation without noti cation, but if
you might like to support the work of
EcoCongregation Scotland, then http://

fi

fi

fl

fi

www.ecocongregationscotland.org/donate/
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GH1) The generosity of trees
Written for a meeting on clean air, with Glasgow Churches Together: Set
to the very grand tune ‘Glasgow’, thoughts with work in Glasgow in
mind, the ‘Dear Green Place’. And yes, if we can speak in so many
popular prayers of Christ opening wide his arms to us, then Christ on
the tree, (verse 1) with the divine irony, is also a tree-hugger.

Cf Psalm 150:6
1)The generosity of trees!
each leaf our life sustains
for Love is Green
and Christ’s embrace
through wood and nails retains.
2)The shaping of a space to live
where freedom is inspired
requires attentiveness to thrive
that freedom be desired.
3)One Tree of Life lines every road:
the sign of God’s wide arms:
God’s people, breathing in such love
exhale inclusive psalms.
4)A city purged of foliage
where choking juggernauts
reign sovereign, wealth-inviolate
though rich, must be rethought:
5)So plant, love, tend:
forge paths to care
for needs, and to embrace
all creatures breathing, that their praise
may beautify this place
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GH2)
To God the Ceaseless Writer...
( Tune: Aurelia: as to ‘The Church’s One Foundation’ )7.6.7.6 D

Creativity and responsibility as well as readiness to partnership are marks of
attentive faithfulness to God.
1) To God the Ceaseless Writer
we sing our songs of praise
who makes our burdens lighter,
who patterns all our days.
Our lives are but a snapshot
a frame of epic lm
but vital still and valued;
a partnership of will.
2) To God creating wildly
yet ordered to bright ends:
we praise the power who shares life
and calls us to be friends;
Redeem not just our own life,
but creatures we’ve oppressed;
continu’lly evolving
continu-ally blessed
3) The special task of humans can never be denied;
no more than can our impact, destructiveness and pride.
Let honest science observing the signs of every time
inform our spiritual wisdom; reveal your hand sublime

fi

fi

4) God’s role is all-concurrent
faith works with what’s not proved.
There is no opposition;
the Mover’s not unmoved.
Christ leads us, open-minded
to seek and to ful l;
through wisdom and compassion
the kindom's coming still.
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GH3)
I nearly fell: I almost turned
Based on Psalm 73 ( Brother James’s Air CM plus refrain)
The dif cult ‘Psalm of Asaph’, noting the peril of those who try to be righteous: that
the prospering of the wicked undermines their determination to live justly.They nd
themselves questioning the point of goodness. And yet, whether by the strategy of
leaving them to their undoubted fate in the judgement of God, or by simply asserting
‘I’ve better things to do’, there is freedom from these destructive feelings of envy and
impotent injustice.

—————————————————————1) I nearly fell, I almost turned
Though none had done me wrong.
Consuming angry fever burned
And showed me I’m not strong:
Yes, envy, doubt, they troubled me
And showed me I’m not strong
2) My faithfulness; God as my strength
has ever been my boast
yet blessings shining ‘fore my eyes
have shaken me the most:
Yes, good gifts, undeservedly
have shaken me the most:

fi

fi

3) The wicked in their luxury;
the proud parading wealth
whilst trampling down in drudgery
the poor in failing health.
Corrupt, diverting assets from
the poor in failing health.
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4) ’So what’s the point?’,
my heart cried out ‘to strive, to live in peace?
And costly justice day by day?
A chain with no release?’
Imprisoned in my righteousness?
A chain with no release?’
5) Yet nally I caught my breath And saw their downfall true;
So by God’s grace, I live, let live: I’ve better things to do!
I’m free: I’ve handed all to God: I’ve better things to do!

GH5) Jesus’ Holiday
(cf Mark 1:32-39) To ‘St Clement’ ( CH4 220) 9898 ( the day
thou gavest)
Busy-ness can be the enemy of effective Christian environmental engagement.
1) As Jesus gently withdrew from the clamour
of things folk thought he ought to do,
aware of limits mindful of mission
took refuge, quiet, his strength to renew.
2)And out of sight, but known to God
he rested, as we too must do,
for prayer is God’s gift for our feeding:
God sharing love, not our ‘paying our due’

fi

3)Then, as he was resting, his powers refreshing,
his friends, came eagerly, running loud:
with notions how Jesus might make all things simple
and ready to gather a large, needy crowd!

fi
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4)Perhaps, disheartened, they couldn’t dissuade him:
the Way set out upon the way.
Each healing, each wonder, we may encounter
a sign and foretaste of God’s New Day.
5)If Jesus himself, in the turmoil of preaching
and healing, listening, reaching out
knew deeply the need of refreshment,
recharging be fearless to nurture your living throughout !

GH6)
Christ the lonely, in life’s midst
(Lent 1 , where the Gospel of Mark is used) Tune: Aberystwyth (7777D)
e.g. CH4 133
Christ the Lonely; in life’s midst
You have made your mark on me;
friend to creatures, angels’ guest driven forth to face the test:
soft your footfalls grace the earth you confront compassion’s dearth Pioneer of peace through love
called, compelled by Spirit-dove.
With the creatures, with the rocks Vulnerable when Satan talks
Not refusing help that’s given holding fast beneath God’s heaven holding fast beneath the sky. Could
humanity deny
or the Son of God betray earth to evil’s easy way?
Forty ages, years or days
time enough to mend our ways?
We who read, who tell the signs for our good seek God’s designs in the word, the story told
nding friends in rocks of old;
feed our wonder, hunger still
love, with reason, shows God’s will

=========================
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GH7)
Come Spirit, Wind and Breath and
Power Tune: Tallis’ Canon, or other LM (8888)
We should not lose sight, though we appreciate the different contexts of use, of the
verbal unity of spirit, breath, and wind in those Bible texts where the Holy Spirit of God
is at work. it is hoped that these few words will ring bells and jog memories, ( to bible
references) and even just work on their own.
Try the nal verse as a 4 or 8-part round, beginning with “the freedom now”, owing on
in the sentence from the penultimate verse.
ALSO Works with “Old 100th”
1) Come Spirit, Wind and breath and power
Breathe, blow, transform each day and hour
infused exhaled, you’re Jesus’ gift
So come, each needy spirit lift.
2)So blowing, nudging changing life,
So powering struggle, ending strife
for every creature, even us:
known yet unknown: t’was ever thus.
3)The wind blows wholly where wind will
Wind murmurs gently, whistles shrill
Beyond control, outside the box
And futile prison gates unlocks.

fl

fl

fi

fl

4)As ame, as uttering, breeze and glow
Bring life to life and in us grow
Delighted Child when earth was born
Deciding vote: blockades forsworn.
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5)We breathe now in, we breath now out
The breath sustains all life throughout
Creation constantly evolves
In which through Christ, our God involves...
6)...The freedom now to choose the right,
The power to speak, to act, to write
to go beyond what folk expect:
to resurrect and reconnect

GH8
Commitment and rest:
10 10 11 11 ( e.g. Laudate Dominum or Hanover,)
A hymn on the Sabbath
1) Commitment and rest
refreshment and toil
the day-off, God’s gift
delight from turmoil
And crowning creation,
when God was refreshed
the Sabbath perspective: the universe blessed.
2) The law written down as guidance for good,
for fullness of life,
for justice, we should
interpret with kindness
and read with our heart
and mind soul and spirit
to play God’s wise part.
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3) Exceptions abound
each case is its own
and wisdom responds,
compassion is shown
the Spirit of Justice
takes all in account,
laws only exist to make love paramount.
4) The Sabbath, God’s Day an attitude bright
to carve out the space despair put to ight
God chose for Creation
And made for our joy,
of which Christ is sovereign, God’s love to employ.

GH9)
We creatures of creative power
(DCM irregular: Kingsfold or ‘The Rowan tree’ as set in
CH4 540

fl

fl

A hymn, for churches, to rise to their calling as carers of the Earth.
Written with an induction to environmental ministry in mind.
To note: 5th line of verse one is to emphasise - in line with orthodox Christian
doctrine of the Incarnation - the full, and physical humanity of Jesus, made, as
we are, of the Good Earth.We do not worship God’s Creation, but with his body,
God does! Taking Incarnation with serious depth also implies that in Christ, all
our evolutionary history, and our startlingly close relationship to other living
creatures, is taken into the heart of God. Nor is there any con ict here with
science, which observes and reveals the signs in which, by grace, and only with
the help of the Spirit, the Word of God may be discerned.
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1) We creatures of creative power: bright threads, of God’s hand wove’; with every creature great
or wee; contrasting grief and love.
In Christ God is the fertile earth; for Jesus, shares our tale:
from when primeval cells divide: to life today: so frail!
2) We sing of saints and martyrs who by grace have shared our toil;
Yet wide the welcome life entails:
all life shares air and soil.
The family shaped by Rainbow Vow cries out in diverse joy;
yet brute “dominion” twists and tears, dividing, to destroy.
3) Though sabbath healing manifests in earth and sea and sky;
Though ecosystems still bring forth, evolve, diversify,
our human race ignores our place: (as shepherds, stewards, friends) and prizes greed in face of
need Earth’s cry to heaven ascends!
4) Turn back! repent! live differently! Come! Learn another way!
As all our scriptures witness Christ, Creation has her say:
With Spirit’s help we can discern The Word from God today:
to tend, to cherish, change, rebuild; create : like God, at play!

GH10)
By the rainbow, all-embracing
Grafton,(Tanto ergo sacramentum) 87 87 87 - a wonderfully versatile
tune, allowing some words to glide, but also allowing for more syllables than you
might expect! Sing it through yourself before you try it with a congregation.
found in CH4 at 677 and Acknowledging our current climate crisis in the
context of the Covenant with all living things - not just with human beings,
in Genesis 9
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Written with Genesis 9 1-17 and Mark 16:15 in mind: “Good news to every
creature”.The rainbow (and the eternal optical principles that make it possible)
is not just there to look pretty, but also proclaims God’s faithfulness AND our
responsibility, as people for people, as creatures for creatures.
1) By the rainbow, all-embracing
By the love of Jesus Christ
Sent with news for every creature
Called and shaped to God’s delight;
Life we share, for life is precious;
living breathing ying walking here on Earth.
2) Power we have by God’s own choosing, gifted with responsibility;
both as creatures, one with creatures
yet custodians of fragility;
Power we have wielded; beauty we unshielded,
Disregarding grandeur though God’s world it be.
3) In creation, evolution*, germination,
death and life, in the cells, and life’s components,
over time beyond our ken
Earth has shifted, seas and glaciers
tides have ebbed and turned again.
4) In our day, though, Earth has stumbled
burned, exploited, life laid waste.
Rainbows shall not just embellish
skies, but witness God’s distaste:
Heaven’s light refracting, covenant enacting
Each neglected creature by Great Love embraced!

fl

fi

* Evolution: interestingly acknowledged in Rabbi Jonathan Sacks’ book ‘The Great Partnership’ as
implied in the rst Genesis account.
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GH11)
Sing, shouting stones
A Palm Sunday Hymn for an age of climate crisis Tune: written, ideally, for Llef:
8-8-8-8
https://hymnary.org/tune/llef_jones
OK to use other tunes, but with a sense of urgency.This mustn’t be a ‘pretty’
hymn
1) Sing, shouting stones, - your voice is loud!
Hills dance in protest, waves unbowed;
Trees shake their sts; Creation howls:
What will it take for you to hear?
2) Green are the branches that proclaim:
“Downfall and ruin for the game
played at the cost of life itself,
justice and joy and peace and health!”
3)Humble the herald most ignore
-but for the signs of sky and shore!
Damage is done, the trial unfolds
God give us hope, whose love upholds!
4) Silent we have been, xed on heaven,
Heedless our gaze, hands purged of leaven.
Making of shepherd’s task of care
mandate for greed, to Earth’s despair!

fi

fi

5) Still ride our streets: we must respond,
not just with hymns and waving frond!
Help us aspire, and take our part
One with all creatures of your heart!
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GH12)
Giver or Lender God?
Suggested Tune: Moscow 664, 6664 ‘Thou whose almighty Word’ ( other ts: UK
‘National Anthem’!!! or ‘Milton Abbas’) Found at 112 in CH4.There are a lot of hymns and
prayers which suggest God has ‘given’ us the planet, or even ‘lent’ it.That God might instead
have given us a partnership role in the management of the Life of the Earth, leads us in a
somewhat different direction. But quite often, we don’t get it.
1)Giver, or lender God;
why does it not seem odd:
“praising the ‘Lord”
when we claim ownership
rather than partnership
rather relationship
with the Good Earth?
2) Lover or leader God?
why does this not seem odd “Creator Lord” when we repudiate
all life that you create
and ercely dominate
rather than share?
3) Ageless yet human Christ;
what has been sacri ced
what’s been wiped out?
when we won’t change our mind
when ‘faithful’ goes with ‘blind’*
to act we’re disinclined:
is it too late?
4) Breath, Life, and Flame and Power
urgently, in this hour,
show us the Way:
Hope where despair seems wise
Action on Nature’s cries:
Love all that lives and dies,
‘till world’s made new!

fi

fi

fi

*’blind’ as in parables etc: = choosing not to see.
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GH13)
Shifty and crafty To tune: ‘Seek ye

rst’

A hymn with a subversive smile! cf Matthew 10,
1)Shifty and crafty and cunningly wise: thus are apostles endowed.
By Christ as he sends , alert and awake to the voracious and proud
Wise, shrewd, artful
Wise shrewd, subtle,
Serpent and dove
Cunning compassion, and broad love.
2) Sent among wolves full of greed and of spite; Blameless integrity’s friends
Into a context endangering life
Jesus his followers sends.

fi

3) Fain would we style us ‘The Children of Light’ though dirty hands and rough tongues,
work and proclaim what all creatures must hear: Change for the Good of the world!
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GH14)
Sing of heav’n: then sing of Sky
(Fits tunes for ‘For the beauty of the Earth)
1) Sing of heav’n: then sing of Sky
Sing of Spirit: Wind that blows
where the Breath of life decides;
Sing of Earth, to know God’s Love
Christ who shares our nights and days:
Flesh and blood in grounded praise.
2)Good news for all creatures nowgreat the purpose of your Church:
open minds, and bless research
in the turmoil of our time,
3) When we hide behind a “faith”
built on ne words and obscure
wake us rmly, reassure:
summon from sparse hiding place:

fi

fi

4) Though Creation may be marred
Though the future may be hard;
Hope beyond hope, joy and grace:
still are gifted: Christ’s embrace:
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GH15)
Come saints and trouble-makers
[whatever tune you usually use with ‘O Jesus I have promised’Wolvercote
probably ts best’]
1) Come saints and trouble-makers:
all passionate with good will;
as signs emerge; take note now
the Good News to distil:
Good News for every creature that’s threatened in our day:
Good News, as in the darkness we stumble on our way.

fi

2)Come saints and trouble-makers: love with integrity
the urgency of action
in solidarity.
Not what we earn will matter nor who deserves to live: when partnered with
Creation to heal and to forgive.
3) Come friends of Jesus, fearful of news we daily read:
who hide behind tradition,
seek refuge in our creed:
these very gifts are given
by grace, to cheer and feed:
to make of us Christ’s creatures: the gift the Earth shall need!
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GH16)
How shall we change?
Music- Repton ( Dear Lord and Father 86 886 (6) For Advent
3C or using Luke 3
1) How

shall we change? - the crowds asked John
And gentle, he replied.
Sincere and forthright, bound by pledge:
no softening of truth’s cutting edge
the urgency is real!
the urgency is real!
2) The axe lies sharp and ready now

and only change will save;
while roots grow, lifeblood ows from Earth:
what will it take to heal the dearth
of listening to the news?
of reading crucial signs?
3) You may be vipers, toxic folk

Disabled by regret
Yet each of you has scope to change
wholesale destruction to exchange
for friendship with the Earth;
for friendship with the Earth.
4) Will you be ready, when time comes,

fl

fi

-For all life is at riskwhen Christ in solidarity
with creatures, even you and me
shall nd our cause and place;
our purpose and our place?
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GH17)
What sort of God?
(Tune: 11 10 11 10 Epiphany, or ’Was Lebet, was schwebet’ Brightest and best :
327 in CH4: )
Epiphany hymn, questioning accepted wisdom.
1)What sort of God is so foolishly generous:
wasting the gift of our freedom to choose;
squandering power to divert and determine
on such a species, perverse and abstruse?
2)Magi were “wise” and were learnéd in sciences:
led by Creation to worship a “king”.
Reason they wielded, convention’s reliances:
death to the children, the gift that they bring.
3)Herod was “wise “and made use of his counsellors,
counting on all he professed to deny.
Violence and pow’r seldom act in sheer ign’rance:
crowns are safeguarded when poor babies die.
4)Joseph, the Magi and those, narrow-minded
well-meaning scholars and tradesmen: take care:
learning, experience, obedience may shackle:
dreams, inspiration, will free you - and prayer!
5) God chose to risk God’s own costly involvement:
vuln’rable, powerless - a child refugee.
Love for the Earth was expressed in our lifeblood:
Child from the Manger, New Life from the Tree.
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GH18)
Whilst still the ground is hard
Short Metre ( 6686) -e.g. Carlisle
Hymn in persisting winter... rst use Dalgety Parish.
Whilst still the ground is hard
-and life has yet to showthe power of germination waits
for dawn, for skies aglow.
2) Life changes, age by age:
our task as Christ’s own friends
to love the world, rock, esh and blood;
air -breathing, water-cleansed.
3) For God so loved this world: diverse and great and smallthat human beings were called to care
God-like, God-loving all.
4) These winter days are long:
and hope in short supply;
the greener shoots: will they appear?
will we despair and die?
5) The risk God takes in us
seems awesome, costly, rash:
bright creatures: gone before their time,
great forests: burned to ash!
6) Yet trusting God, we hope
though life has yet to show
the story we shall tell of how
we thanked God even so.

fi

fl

===================================
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GH19)
As screams God’s world
A paraphrase of Psalm 42, singable to ‘Martyrdom’ or any CM.
Perhaps we miss the vicious urgency of the thirst of the hunted animal in more
elegant versions. Perhaps it is appropriate to the plight of the planet in our day.
1) As screams God’s world
for air to breathe,
now brutally assailed;
so should we cry who cause this plight:
greed, apathy prevails.
2)Forgive, our God,
and heal these eyes
that choose to look away
whilst beauty dies,
the poor hurt rst,
and hope’s a refugee.
3)Be with us now
that harm is done
though all is not yet lost;
encourage and sustain our hope
and shoulder; share the cost.

fi

4) Wide open now must be our minds;
attentive every thought:
denial :unsustainable
indifference deplored.
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5) So love each creature
as you love
the self that God made good;
and share the prayer,
and plant the trees.
Share Christ, who saves through wood.

GH20)
Friends of Christ Jesus, partnered
with life
Consciously written with the tune to ‘We have a Gospel to
proclaim’ in mind
( Walton/Fulda LM).
God does not do what it is for us to do, though the gift of discernment and the
sharing of the Covenant with ‘all esh’ are channels of God’s love, guidance, and
justice. And yes, the church has a special, but not exclusive place in this, in an
age when redemption cannot be reduced only to metaphor.
1) Friends of Christ Jesus: partnered with life;
Daughters and sons, and siblings who breathe
the holy air, and bathe in seas
of water from the depths of time .

fl

fi

2) God called our species into being:
set forth our task of shepherding and care;
though broken trust and sel sh fraud
have scarred the landscape of your love.
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3) King now, we call you, Lord, and more;
though from our dawn, you delegate:
A servant Christ, Creation’s friend
A Wind that blows as sails unfurl.
4) Can we command the wind and waves?
Can we make just injustice raw?
Can we exploit and know no end?
Alas, we’ve tried: a wounded world!
5) We need your help - this much is clear!
And wisdom to use every gift.
And listening to Creation’s voice.
And love, to bring fresh Good News home!

GH21)
In you, all things beginning
To Aurelia ( The Church’s One Foundation) 76 76 D
(written with a science/faith service in mind)

fi

fi

In you, all things beginning
by grace shall nd their end.
The dawn that paints the heavens
is matched as sun descends.
How glorious are the seasons
the seedtime and the yield
of wild and hardy bushes;
of loving-tended eld.
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2) All living things emerging
evolving stage by stage
live on by bidding farewell
to forms ripe for each age.
Each wonder joys its heyday
then chronicled in stone:
Earth speaks countless millennia
of esh and blood and bone.
3) Our age is one of wonder
and chances to heal pain.
God-given knowledge blossoms
enslaved by short-term gain.
To live by love is wisdom
(Christ’s love includes the foe.)
How can a heart be generous
when fear is all they know?

fl

4) We hurtle to a crossroads;
extinction is a choice;
is this right use of freedom
- to disregard each voice
God sends to give due warning?
And yet we hope and trust
that Love will not abandon
the life God shaped from dust.
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GH22)
In the rocks are inscribed
"Stowey": 11.11.11.11 (When a knight won his spurs’)

1) In the rocks are inscribed more than we can discern
how life nds a way, clings on, that we may learn
how disaster and change bring forth wonders, inspire and
diversity schools harmony in God’s choir.
2) We may think we have learned, but we’ve only begun
And looking more closely, nd God’s sense of fun;
So much we were sure we had set down in stone:
all those myths we imposed, certitudes, overthrown.
3) The Earth moves, Hills dance, and the Trees clap their
hands midst our gross self-self-deception that violates
lands.
As continents migrate, we cling to denial:
we persistent offenders, a species on trial!

fi

fi

fi

4) Our hope is that God yet will journey our way;
That deep sharing of Jesus gives hope, come what may; We
hope to nd grace in the witness long past:
grace to open our minds, and to learn to act fast.
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GH23)
In Christ our God took esh
SM (e.g. Carlisle, Franconia, St Ethelwald Plaisir d’amour, )
Incarnation is the most environmentally engaging teaching of Christianity.

1)In Christ our God took esh
as shared by all that live
The rainbow and the breath of life
to people, purpose give:
2)as shepherds, gardeners ,made:
as partners in God’s care,
to own the task
but not the world
and balance toil with prayer.
3)No ground, defence or plea;
extenuation, cause,
can justify that we deny
Earth’s pain at outed laws.

fl

fl

fl

4)To learn from all the trees;
be taught by Mother Earth;
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Consider birds, and read the skies
requires, in Christ, new birth.
5) Though damage dire is done
and hope’s in short supply,
still may the Church, and folk of faith change course,
with love comply!

GH24)
Just as Moses stopped and turned
Melody: Petra or, preferably, Toplady 7777 77
Have a good old sing with this one. First used at an international mission
consultation with CWM

1) Just as Moses stopped and turned
when he spied a bush not burned
Jesus said: learn from the trees
and the birds; addressed the seas.
May we not go on our way
for God calls to us today
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2)Many warnings, sent with love
strange yet intimate, to move
from habitual duties, tasks
to engagement God unmasks
May we not go on our way
for God calls to us today
3)Cries of Earth to God arise:
soil abused, polluted skies.
creatures’ beauty made extinctgreed, injustice: plainly linked.
May we not go on our way
for God calls to us today
4)Jesus leaves us not alone:
Breath of Life and Flesh and bone.
Trust and live accordingly
face the challenge: do not ee
We cannot go on this way
for God calls to us today

fl

=================================

GH25)
You give a banquet? Suggested melody :
Richmond: 8686
Jesus’s advice ( Luke 14) on giving a feast/banquet/party is a challenge: it helps
us re ect on our human role as hospitable managers of Creation, rather than
thoughtlessly leaving what should be our task to God. Jeremiah 2’s horror at the
de ling of the land (which therefore fails to be fruitful either as a human or
animal habitat, ts well together with this.

1) You give a banquet?
ing wide the doors
bring barriers crashing down
send out your folk to nd the lost:
wildlife of the wilderness and town.
2) If none can come, take matters in hand:
(for God provides for all)
Have we abused the sacred Earth?
Do we now squander and enthral ?
3) The rain that falls, the sun that shines
are sent with even hand:
our task as we arrange the feast:
acknowledging need as demand.

fi

fi

fl

4) This glorious banquet, which includes
diversely able guests
gains glory in diversity
Faith broad, and hospitable is best.

fi

fl
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GH26)
Come to the Party:
Melody : ‘Blessed Assurance ‘ 9999 & refrain

Come to the party: all have a place
ev’ry bright species, the whole human race
God as the host for Jesus invites
though much is broken, still God delights ------Now is the challenge: will you attend
Prophets and scientists:
all whom God sends
Stories and readings, parables keen
Life in abundance? Not guaranteed?
2) Jesus told stories, from daily life
learning from trees, birds, from need and from strife
powerful his pictures, lovely his words:
prizing you even more than the birds.
3) If you’re a ‘work in progress’, rejoice:
Walking the Way begins with a choice.
warnings abound, what more do you need?
air that we breathe starts from a green seed!

==============================
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GH27)
A Vision...
(Tune: Kingsfold OR The Rowan Tree DCM Irregular)
For use with Acts 11:1-18
1) A vision from the sky disturbs our faithfulness unsoiled;
from God who loves the foreigner, the Earth we have despoiled.
This God leads into change that’s sweet, yet also change that’s hard;
and shatters prejudice and scorn; disgust that keeps our guard.
2) The whole creation, vulnerable, has still to be made new;
And turmoil lies ahead, and much for faithful folk to do.
With eyes wide open, we move on, from where
we thought we’d stay Though God in Christ’s made esh for Earth: God’s faithful, come what may!
3) How can we be God’s people, called, to show a different way: when advocating costly change
encounters such delay?
God give us rebels’ courage, foolishness of those who care; Give urgency and agency, transforming
truth to share.
4) As Christ was nailed upon the Tree, the Tree’s now one with Christ: The Cross cries out: ‘gainst
poverty; when beauty’s sacri ced
Though greed, complacent, disregards Earth’s goodness manifold, we live and love and we forgive;
we hope, we trust, in God.

fl

fi

==================================
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GH28)
Trouble the waters
(Tune: Blessed Assurance 99 99 and refrain)
Use with John 5, making sure you use versions which include the ancient, though not
universally transmitted words of the angel who ‘troubled’ the waters, leading to healing. If it’s
too long a sing, omit verse 2. First use at Dunscore & Moniaive.

1) Trouble the waters when they are tame: Send out the angels:
hot-foot the lame! Turn all the tables, wake up the Church: Ears
to the ground, and minds to research.
Soaring with stories, feet on the ground Mystic,
realistic, God’s esh and bone: Christ for all
creatures, eager to heal; Urgent, inclusive, with us,
and real.
[2) Crisis, our homeland?, faith shines our way! Christ is our wild one:
loves come what may Preaching of hope, though disaster may loom
Never denying danger of doom.]
3) Business as usual’s killing the earth. Jesus transforms: gives
alternative worth: Life and compassion, creatures diverse Joy
love and hope healing apathy’s curse.

fl

4) Trouble the waters, set the Earth free: Damage is done to the
air and the sea Yesterday’s deadline silently passed: Light in the
dark days : this is our task!

GH29)
Fragile the wind. Tune: Brightest and best
(Also, with care, Was Lebet, was schwebet: /Worship the
Lord, in the beauty of holiness (use music from second
verse on, without the initial ‘O’)
(for a re ective Pentecost Hymn)

1) Fragile the wind when shut outside our window;
wuthering, withering, far on the moor;
lling old sails, and now harnessed for energy breath of the
earth; breath of life, insecure.
2) Fragile the Spirit, yet mighty in making: Partner so
steadfast, to whom we are used. Thousands of years of
complacent stability; Losing her balance, when Earth is
abused.
3) Our domination has twisted our consciousness: Chosen
control has displaced need to share. Broken the safeguards
and gifts of self-healing. What have we done to the earth,
sea and air?
4) Angry the wind now, far more than we bargained for:
Mother, grown desperate at children’s contempt.
God, Christ and Spirit, be with us, enfold us
Now, with decisiveness: none is exempt !

fl

fi
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GH30)
Not far away across the sea
(cf, Deuteronomy 30)
Melody: “Awake my soul, and with the sun”

1)Not far away across the sea
Nor sky-high hidden where clouds ee; The Word,
transforming bread and wine to Christ makes people God’s
love-sign.
2)It’s not beyond you, nor too hard, Nor ring-fenced in, nor
prison-barred: To live a life in faithful trust:
and use your freedom to be just.
3)In Jesus, God’s Creative word
is esh, shared by each beast and bird; Incarnate in the
good, good earth:
from birth, with mirth, unearths your worth!

fi

fl

fi

fi

fl

4)Claim joy, seize hope, despite the threat Choose deep
ful lment, living yet.
A life that praises, justice- lled: Foundation rm for God to
build.
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GH31)
To God the Sustainer we stretch
out in praise
(Tune “ To God be the Glory”) 11 11 11 11 and refrain,

1)To God the Sustainer we stretch out in praise:
To Christ: our Companion in Flesh these dark days, And long
for the Wind and the Wild Breath of God Who cries ‘Wake up,
Sleeper: set forth on my Road!’
Be the Church, for the world Hear the Voice of the
Earth! Be the Church, be concerned: Be Creation’s
New Birth:
The Garden, the Rainbow, and Christ on the Tree
de ne us as Family who love Life Set Free!
2) Long ages exploiting, abusing the Earth Despising God’s
creatures as things of small worth Have led us to crossroads
decisively vile
through choices we’ve chosen and actions hostile!

fi

3) The poor, and the least these days carry the load which
greed pride and money and hatred bestowed; though Our God
of Justice, who sees sparrows fall keeps faith, gives perspective;
holds fast, all in all!
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4) Break free from the chains that constrain you from love:
Embrace searching questions, excuses remove!
We hear from the Earth and we learn from the trees:
of faith that keeps going with no guarantees!

GH32)
Though all of life is Earth made
new Tune: Gonfalon Royal or other LM that might

t.

We are all, always, recycled: but not “put back the way we were”.The past is
past, and we give thanks for any openness of the future.

1)Though all of Life is Earth made new; And stardust dances,
water loves;
God leads, we follow, always on;
We learn, by grace; we don’t return.
2)With awe and terror, we behold:
The drama: life that’s come and gone: Creation’s unimagined age
And tooth and claw, and suckling babe.

fi

fi

3)And learning, traveling, we con rm: Sharp mystery: death
transformed by love; The sweetness from lost strength we gain
Bread rises: (decomposing grain).
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4)The gift of death we’ve made our own; And trampled, torn
our common home. For greed has stolen time to change
and crushed God’s creatures as they ed.
5) So wonder, siblings of the Christ
And praise, but let your awe propel
To prayer in action whilst you may
That Flesh, through Christ, may bypass hell.

GH33)
Pro t and reward and glory
Tunes: Various, but not all LM : -Lots of possibilities for
mood Church triumphant, ( The Lord is King, lift up your
voice) Morning hymn (Awake my soul)
Sussex Carol
Written whilst considering readings for Yr A, Proper 17 :
Persistence in unpro table pursuits, and The reward of hospitality,
-the trivialisation of reward and the wimpishness of the Church in pursuing the
prosperity of Creation.
============================================

1)Oh how we have lost sight today

fl

fl

fi

fi

fi

of pro t, glory and reward.
-for fear that I myself might shine
I hide my light: such faith is awed.
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2) “Be still” I love to read and sing.
And humbly call God ‘Lord’ and ‘King’.
Though Christ would rather “friend” than "slave”
(Injustice made him misbehave ).
3) What pro t? - when we scar the land?
What wealth?- when bees and worms die out?
What happiness? - when neighbours starve?
What triumph? - when we barely breathe!
4) What poverty- when satis ed
with wealth and welfare never-shared!
Christ, raise the bar: to health aspire
for every creature you inspire!
5) So shine and strive - and bene t!
And sow: with sensitivity
and passion, courage, hope and love
-then harvest with festivity!

GH34)
Lost and Gone Astray?
Tune: ‘Soon and very soon’ ( Andrae Crouch) eg CH4 749

fi

fi

fi

A hymn of joyful encouragement
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1)Lost and gone astray?
-there’s a party when you’re found!
disempowered, hands tied?
-skies rejoice when you’re unbound!
Gloomy weak and small ?
yet in Christ you share the crown;
Hallelujah, Halleluyah!
In Christ you share the crown!
2)Though Creation groans:
you’re a midwife of new birth!
every child that turns
God gives worth to heal the earth
though the church seem dumb
join the shouting of the stones
Hallelujah, Halleluyah!
the shouting of the stones!
3)Nothing left to lose?
-there’s such urgency today;
Damage has been done,
though the crisis is in play
Solidarity: hope and love and faith display!
Hallelujah, Halleluyah!
hope love and faith display!
4) Some now sow in tears;
there’s transition to embrace:
partnership with God,
and all creatures, by his grace.
God can change God’s mind:
change can bless the human race:
Hallelujah, Halleluyah!
God bless the human race!
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GH35)
Seed and sower, birds and weather

87 87 87 (Regent Square) (cf Music at 680 in CH4, 14 in Singing the
Faith, 319 in R&S) For use at harvest: (Matthew 13: 1–9, 18–23)
challenging the simplistic “God gives harvest/the world to us
- we are given, by God, to the Earth, to bring fruitfulness for all life.
Jolly harvest hymns nonetheless need to be realistic about the nature of that task in the
lives of worshippers and their future generations.

==========
1)Seed and sower, birds and weather
rocks and soil and wayward breeze
strive together in communion;
-‘crops’ are ‘weeds’ on which we feedWe, God’s gift, of tenders, keepers
to God’s wondrous land and seas.
2) Thus we do not earn the privilege
but receive as gift and task
to be mindful of life’s balance,
rights and beauty, whilst they last;
that this age of great abundance
might not prematurely pass.
3) We inherit sacrilegious
widespread harm already done;
Transformation - not “solution”
still is open, should we choose.
Open too, bless’d ears and eyes
and hearts of all who hear such news.
4) Poverty, injustice chosen,
strangles all Creation’s praise!
Christ be with us through this turmoil
imminent, as science portrays!
We who bring loud hallelujahs,
hope and love, light up dark days!
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GH36)
Joy, God’s Essence
“I am come that my joy may be in you and your joy may be full”.... says Jesus.
Inevitably, writing as a political crunch seems to be approaching, the treasures of
European heritage come to mind, not least ‘Ode to Joy’ chosen as an anthem for
Europe. Many hymns have hitched a lift on the soaring tune, and this one is cheeky
enough to be based additionally on the ‘drinking song’ element of Schiller’s original
poem ‘An die Freude’ whose delightful and wholesome acknowledgment that we are
not the only creatures blessed by joy
( Wollust ward dem Wurm gegeben,) has sometimes got lost in more
exclusive ideas of ‘brotherhood’, and of course, was not Christian, as such, in its
outlook.
1)Joy, God’s essence, granting worth;
joy, universal currency
Shared with cups of celebration,
great and small in fervency
Joy the spark of living creatures
sense and rank absurdity;
Fed by victory, love, surprise,
and dances of fecundity!

fi

====================================
2)Deep and trivial, bright, convivial,
way beyond utility!
Playful, serious, high-creative,
joy defeats futility!
Joy, subversive, Christ-immersive
lively in tranquility
Gift that sees us through all crisis
noble in humility.
=============================
3)Smiles and wagging tails
and jumping, breaching whales, and wol ng food
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savouring and salivating,
loving, pairing- God: ‘that’s good!’
Worms and weasels in their own way,
trees clap hands, birds serenade.
O how lonely we would be
if human joy could not be shared!
======================================
4) We are made to nd ful lment
sharing with the God of Joy,
Who rejoices by creating:
Grace transforms what might destroy;
Flesh-intoxicating blessing
motivating vital change:
Hallelujah anyway!
We sing with God, thanks, come what may!

GH37)
The Widowed Earth
(use music as for CH4 540 ‘I heard the voice of Jesus say’).
A re ection on the parable of the persistent widow, casting those in the human
race whose intransigence ensures the persistence of the Climate Crisis in the role of
the ‘unjust judge’. NB In verse 2, penultimate line goes over 1 syllable.

fi

fi

fl

The widowed earth,
the orphaned creatures,
oceans state their cause;
As homelands sink beneath the waves,
the rich deride God’s laws
of justice and benevolence,
of care, and common good;
including even those who scoff
(-they have not understood!)
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2) With rights withheld the cry grows shrill:
complacency our bane
(Were we aware that greed can kill?)
-oblivious to pain.
The signs of strain, that irritate,
from prophets old and new,
from groaning earth, protesting wa-ter
we cannot subdue.
3) The widowed earth, made ‘foreign’,
though our homeland and our mother;
the animals of esh and blood
whose care is too much bother;
to them and all the human poor
Christ, risen, is companion:
As we judge, so we will be judged
It’s time to change our course!

GH38)
Pigeon-gentle, crafty snake:

fl

Jesus sent his disciples out, suggesting they be as harmless as doves/pigeons and as
crafty as snakes. Matthew 10:16. Having done the dove rather well, we need to “be
more snake” tune: Monkland: 77 and refrain (Let us with a gladsome mind e.g. CH4
93)
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I was looking for something with a light touch, and this tune has always reminded me,
because it was the same progression, of the chorus of ‘This old man, i.e. "Knicknack
paddywack, give a dog a bone” - so sing it at that sort of speed.

fi

”Pigeon-gentle, crafty snake:”
Jesus keeps us wide awake;
acting out of sparkling love:
all his friends he gives a shove!
========================
2) Your hands, my hands, who can tell?
set to work, to work life well;
dancing in the sun and rain
sharing so that all may gain.
===============================
3) Rest, refreshment too he gives:
vital to each thing that lives;
Earth replenished: hear Christ call
sternly: ‘You can’t do it all !”
==============================
4) Trees, birds seas and shing boats,
wolves and snakes and sheep and goats
Jesus: never lost for words:
bless all creatures, whom life serves!
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GH39)
King and Victim for all creatures
Tune: 8.7.8.7 D Converse, Nettleton, or Hyfrydol
For consideration of all aspects of ‘kingship’ and leadership.
1)King and victim, for all creatures
ruling as the Sun and Moon:
serving light and life and justice,
sacred rock from which we’re hewn.
Shaping freedom for Creation,
fragile with humanity;
Mighty through diverse relation;
Roy’l by union with Life’s tree.
2)Broken, human ways of ruling:
domination, violence, greed,
reinforcing by injustice
negligent of creatures’ need;
deference to the entitled
privileged trampling on the poor,
desecrated: seedtime, harvest;
oceans boiling in uproar.
3)Show us how, in love’s rebellion
truth and grace may be the rule.
Long will be earth’s healing struggle
all are welcome, wise and fool,
to engage and lay their treasure
side by side with all that breathes
praising God who, delegating,
rules where every sword is sheathed.
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GH40)
The foreigners upon the hill
Metre 8686: [Bristol] - Hark the glad sound
For Advent:The prophets of the Old Testament sometimes stirred up their hearers by
pointing out how God cared for and invited the partnership of those they thought alien or
inferior .
1) The

foreigners upon the hill
will grasp the time for peace
not waiting on that rainy day
when ocean tides increase
======================================
2) And visions we have set aside
grown cautious beyond useshall be unpacked by eager hands
repurposed and set loose.
======================================
3) The urgency we long postponed
new friends shall bring to light;
give us the chance to grow beyond
our doom and gloom despite ....
======================================
4) ...a God for company in life
and creatures sharing esh
and all that makes us love and grow,
on Earth: may we refresh!
======================================

fl

fi

5) A liberation, just, in time,
-a child to change our mind;
Release the vision to survive:
compassion uncon ned!
=========================
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GH42)
Friend in the darkness Tune: Slane
1)Friend in the darkness and shade in the glare:
our constant companion who calls us to dare:
we’re smashing the idols: ideas that imprison
life joy and hope, for from death You have risen.
2) Shaped from good earth, like all creatures who praise;
we’re striving, rejoicing, in so many ways.
God’s own Word made esh, teaches justice through nature;
birds of the air, seas, trees, each eeting ower.
3) One with the Earth and the Breath of all life,
You’re the green shoots’ rebellion when re wields its knife;
Though damage be done and the healing be long,
your great solidarity sustains us in song.

fi

fl

fl

fl

4) Greed pride, denial, consign Earth to waste.
Great oceans grow toxic by choice of our race.
So transfer your trust from the things you’ve been sold
to uncommon sense of Compassion’s stronghold.
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GH43)
How dare you forgive
(Tune: O praise ye the Lord/Laudate Dominum)
-Inspired by the resentment felt by someone at being ‘accused’ by Greta Thunberg.
When they know the score, why the rage?
The ‘singer’ is someone who feels got at by the witness of young people around the world, on
environmental urgency . But everyone can change....
1) How

dare you forgive
what I would keep quiet:
my hatred, my greed, my lifestyle, my diet.
Determined forgiveness acknowledges wrong
while silence, complicit,
resents freedom’s song.
2) So Earth’s in a mess?
How shocking, I know!
For everyone else,
but my wealth must grow!
And death must be distant,
though shared though Christ’s cross
The Lord gives, but ‘take away’?
-I resent loss!

fi

3) How dare you present
a healing free choice?
-that future’s not xed
-that I have a voice?
-that though I’m responsible, also, I’m loved.
That I’m not condemned,
although maybe I’m judged.

4) God, thanks for relief
that I can be me,
my struggles, my fears
are shared through the Tree.
Wherever we’re headed
you walk hand in hand.
Good News for all creatures,
despair to withstand.

GH44)
Praise with breath and growth and
ying 8787 -e.g. Ae fond kiss (CH4 786) OR Laus Deo/
Redhead(139)
1)Praise with breath and growth and ying
swimming, burrowing, song at dawn:
Human creatures: - join this chorus!
by green grace of leaves adorned.
2)’Joy and hope and fear and longing’:
in these gifts we’re not alone;
Arrogant the isolation
threatening our Common Home

fl

fl
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3) God’s Creation is not gifted
for our wayward wasting ways;
We, the gift, for Earth’s good tending
hold the key for length of days.
4) Are we ready? Are we listening?
Who will plead our species’ crime?
Christ, in esh, proclaims our value
in this terrifying time.
5) Save us from the lust for ‘victory’
(-trampling where we might make peace!)
Every heart convinced, engaging,
heals and hopes, enhancing praise!

GH45)
Cloud and glory, fear and trembling
8787 -e.g. ‘Cross of Jesus’, ,’Ellen’ (CH4 597)
Thoughts on Trans guration.
1)Cloud and glory, fear and trembling
leads to guidance for Earth’s good;
What authority convinces
witnesses they’ve understood?
2) Who would you require to be there
earnestly engaging Christ?
Hero, saint or national treasure
Party leader, vote-enticed?

fi

fl

3) Who would gain your trust that Jesus
might have meant the things he taught?
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Will you keep forever secret
or shout loud when time is right?
4) Smoke and ame and rising waters
brute extinction, choking air!
All we hitherto relied on:
shaken, giving point to prayer.
5’) Christ is risen: hesitation-change postponed’s no longer wise;
Christ requires we act in faith,
hope, love, rebel! believe your eyes

GH46)
The servant doesn’t serve
Tune: Kingsfold
One of several attempts at considering the schooling in craftiness and
scepticism, even under pressure, that was Jesus’ preparation for his ministry. cf
also Luke 17:10

fl

fl

The servant doesn’t serve who does
and thinks no more than told.
As useless as the treasure lost
to whom glitter is gold
Heartfelt commitment
- not thought through is only pearls to pigs;
Obedience unre ected
lands the fool in pits he digs.
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2) The holy wisdom,
written, read, and rightly cherished leads
when twisted and manipulated to destructive deeds.
Discernment in the Spirit keeps
bold Christians on the track
Forget perfection; friendship with Christ’s
all that we may lack
3)So test the spirits:
check out every cause that seeks your “yes”
God gave you gifts: intelligence,
and choice and love to bless.
Discernment brings life,
for without, your world will come to harm
Good friends of Christ stay wide awake,
to peace and to alarm.

fi

4) “Employment and security, good sense, nancial gain”
-exclusion of the foreign, poor and weird, denies God’s reign.
The creatures and the angels tending crafty Christ on trial
shall testify: ‘Look where you leap or you’ll die from denial!
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GH47)
When all we see intimidates
(Meter: 8686, suggested Tune : St Ann ( O God our help in ages past)

When all we see intimidates;
when gloom forbids our hope;
when giving up seems fair and wise
God’s Word extends our scope.
2) For openness, with help of Christ
to unexpected joy:
calls not to vanquish, but transform.
befriend, and not destroy.
3) Much beauty broken, made extinct
by action without thought
condoning inequality;
our toxic greed’s in court:
4) The stones, the Earth indict our race
And poverty’s voice cries
for those who suffer rst are last
trees burn where justice dies.

fi

fi

5) Yet hope remains, where open eyes
af rm with Spirit’s aid
the right to give thanks,
come what may: the choice to be remade.
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GH48)
Christ the Apple Tree Remix
Use any suitable tune, including perhaps that by Elizabeth Poston.
O waly waly also ts. A rethinking of the already exceptional eighteenth
century poem which highlights Christ’s spiritual unity with the Tree.
1)The tree of life grows bright and green
For every leaf works hard between
the sun of heaven, breath of earth
That esh and blood may know new birth.
The trees enfold us vulnerably;
As Fragile Christ the apple tree.
2)Christ shares the building blocks of life
the stem and sap, the joy and strife.
There is no con ict for God made
The leaf for sun, the root for shade;
And even when the wood decays
Goodness returns, and owers give praise!

fl

fi

fl

fl

3)Each day we choose a path to tread
Among the living and the dead
Acknowledging with every step
That grace can bring us to accept
our place and purpose in this world
as servants, partners, friends-concerned.
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4)As Jesus Christ was planted deep
Among the poor with cause to weep
And Jesus knew the friendship wild
Of creatures, angels, outcast child
In Christ God did Godself embed
Creation’s need for daily bread
5)We break and burn and waste and kill
Though Christ’s Good news is present still
To love our self, we love the soil;
To harvest fruit, engage in toil:
For love confronts each empire’s power
which, cruel, as Christ found, will devour!
6)The Earth alone received his clay: Could it be any other way?
That God be with us through the end
Which yet transforms brute foe to friend.
As seasons change, we yet shall be
the fruit of Christ the Apple Tree

GH49)
Now Christ lives here as he
promised
Tune laid out here to go with the tune ‘Courage, brother,
do not stumble’ (CH4 513) otherwise 8787D E.g Blaenwern,
.Abbot’s Leigh, Beach Spring, Converse
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Written and used in ‘Creation Time’/Season of Creation 2020
The promise of Jesus to prepare a place where his friends can be with him (John
14:3)need not be taken by default as being ‘post-mortem’: ‘Where Christ lives” is
in the midst of Community, engaged in friendship and partnership with Creation.
Festivals and ‘special’ days, like Climate Sunday, with which this year’s Creation
time will begin, rightly help deepen our faith and commitment.
1)Now Christ lives here
as he promised,
having once prepared the place:
Now we live as kingdom people
shaped, re-shaped at frightening pace;
Now, whilst still we live and struggle
Justice and Earth’s voice speak loud
Now immersed in this day’s trouble
Humble friends [ 3x] of Christ are proud!
2)Now the scriptures nd their meaning:
told, re-told, re ned by toil.
Choking air may yet be fragrant;
Fertile our degraded soil
Now the teaching we have sidestepped:
Love for all we can’t evade:
Grace, forgiveness sets us free, in
joy to live [ 3x] as Jesus prayed.
3) Now and for our lives remaining;
Laurels offer feeble rest.
Times and seasons shape commitment
By immediacy blessed.
Be not tempted by ‘Good Old Days’
Now, the days of Christ are best
Christ incarnate in Earth’s family
Flesh and blood, [ 3x] God, manifest.

fi

fi

4) Yeast in dough and shining city
Salt for Earth and light for all
Not as domineering tyrants
but as friends for this long-haul!
Every day, the chance to follow
Not one step we walk in vain;
green our God is, sending Spirit:
energy [ 3x] from buried grain.
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GH50)
One day I said sorry out loud to
the Earth
Forgiveness is one of the prime environmental issues. Here contemplating
whether the Earth might forgive us for the damage we, as a species have done.
The background
is :Matthew 18.21–35, the Gospel for week 2 of Creation Time this year. I’m
also keen here to present a different position from the “we are the virus with
which the Earth is infected”.We should be a blessing for the planet. At COP,
scientists said that “up to 1.5 degrees of warming, the Earth is still our friend.
Beyond that...”
11 11 11 11,
St Deinio /Stowey/ Columcille ( or 1st 4 lines of “Flow gently Sweet Afton” )
One day I said ‘sorry’, out loud, to the Earth.
I’m sorry I trampled each day since my birth.
And burned, tarred and wasted
the gifts in my hands
And passed off my greed as my Father’s Commands.
==================
2) “Dear child”, said the Earth,
“Since God shaped from my clay
humanity - one with my creatures that play.
There’s much of delight, as you till and protect,
and bring forth great wonders, and love and respect.
========================
3) But yes, for this moment, you’re way out of line:
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in sel sh employ of your talents and time;
with poverty even of three billion kin
I’ve shown you already the mess we’re all in.
========================
4) You’ve hurt me: I lash out, but I keep no grudge
And God who shapes all of us judges the judge.
I just want the pain and extinction to stop
I couldn’t care less now, who comes out on top!”
========================
5) “Earth longs to forgive you” - a voice: was it Christ?
“When debt’s written off, shackles are sacri ced.
Forgiveness frees debtors to dance and rejoice:
Change course: choose forgiveness: know,
you still have choice!

==========================

GH51)
Deep our longing to dwell with you
Tune: 878787 e.g. Westminster Abbey (CH4 200)

fi

fi

(“You have made us for yourself, O Lord, and our heart is restless until it rests in
you.”) -That resting begins with life lived here and now through trust in Christ.
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1)Deep our longing to dwell with you
Christ our risen, present, Friend:
Gawping up to boundless heavens
choosing not to comprehend;
that where need, injustice, threaten,
yours are hands that reach for aid.
2)You rejoice in esh as Jesus;
share the blood, the breath the clay:
building blocks of cells and bodies;
vibrantly entwined today.
Neighbours’ needs in many species
constantly your face display.
3)We deceive ourselves, if loving
“god” at cost of blessed Earth.
Food and drink and warmth and loving,
Tears and joy and death and birth;
All we need to live in your House:
Here and now: Christ offers worth.

fl

4) Jesus taught the prayer converging
“World-as-is” with “Earth-to-be”;
Love, without exception; justice
wise compassion, debtors free.
Not deserving; just responding grants
God’s solidarity
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GH52)
Our legacy is dire
Tune: DCM - e.g. Kingsfold : CH4 291
(or any other DCM tune which has a change of mood midverse)
There is a need to counteract the doom and gloom of the
attitude that humanity is a “virus that infests the Earth”.
No, we should claim our place and purpose of managing and
enhancing life on earth, as well as being aware of the human
injustice that has led to the crises of the environment in God’s
Creation.

fi

fi

Our legacy is dire,
our people trample down the Earth
through re and smoke and slavery
abundance turns to dearth.
Yet Christ, opposing, cruci ed
and risen, to transform
with hope enlists each one of us
to turn from endless harm.
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2)We moan, and claim despair our lot
as if that comfort brought
And crises wait in line to bring
our vaunted wealth to naught
Yet each new day brings hope and opens
doors we never saw
The risen Christ de es denial
and only love is law.
3) We are not creatures yet to come
We’re called to choose right now
dependent on the bees, the trees,
the soil we tend, the plough,
We won’t infest, no: we’ll invest
our love, our wisdom deep
in hope beyond horizons bleak:
Sustaining-Christ’s bequest!

GH53)
Beyond the Harvest
7676D - e.g. Ellacombe

fi

- but check other possible tunes in this meter
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1)Beyond the harvest, seeds are sown
for life to birth once more;
as wild- ower borders feed the bees
who, buzzing, lay in store.
Be generous, should God provide
beyond immediate needs:
for leaving nothing over, wastes life
worse than strangling weeds.
2) The Hebrews noted God’s demand;
allowing folk to glean:
thus Jesus’ ancestors survived
and thrived, to work and dream.
The narrow mind prohibits - wastes the gift that can’t be sold;
though wasted only are the gifts
whose goodness we withhold.

fi

fi

fl

3) The air, sky, heavens lled with birds,
sing out that God is good.
The mustard bush provides a home,
which scripture understood.
Seas free of sh, land cleared of beasts,
and people ruled by greed:
such horrors need not conquer:
waste no time, and plant the seed!
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GH54)
Praise when the ages turn:
Melody: diademata, e.g. CH4 459 ( DSM) - also: ‘Ich halte
treulich still’ ( leominster).
This is written with the overtones of Diademata ( Crown
him with many crowns) in mind, if you want to avoid that,
use a different tune, but sing it through rst, to make sure
it ts.

-Hymn text for Christ The King Sunday, with environmental awareness.
1) Praise when the ages turn;
when endings give new birth
when crossroads still give choice,
though known paths now erode and fail.
Christ with all esh: our Way
is with us come what may;
hand in our hand will face with hope
the night that ends this day.
2) Praise for the aged Earth
alive in esh and blood
entwined by grace, the breath of life incredibly diverse;
yet God’s creative love, evolving to sustain,
has by our human sacrilege and greed, encountered pain.
3) Open our eyes to how
injustice burns the air
how riches grow at cost of soil
when beauty learns despair.
As if there were no end
or seasons did not turn
As if our life went on and on
Or death no cause to mourn.

fi

fl

fl

fl

fi

4) Praise, as we face the truth
that all that is, will end:
that fallen leaves might feed new owers,
and life not stand condemned.
Unless the seed can die
the fruitful earth is bound;
yet Heaven’s kingdom’s purpose cycles
goodness through the Ground.
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GH55)
From the waters’ fond embrace
Tune : ‘Aus der Tiefe’ 77 77
(Baptism and Temptations, especially Mark)
1)From the water’s fond embrace
Earth’s Beloved grasped the sky
torn apart, yet bound to Earth
wings the calling amplify.
2) Driven out where people aren’t
Wilderness, yet lled with life
At the mercy of the Earth:
‘Self-suf ciency’ would kill!
3) Nonetheless, survival’s hard
shared with wildlife, by God’s grace
learning how the ravens feed;
forced to live at angels’ pace.
4) All the answers, offered free!
Sheer perfection within reach!
God’s in charge, so take a leap!
(Christ rejects what greed would teach.)

fi

fi

5) God is with us, oft unknown
If we’re here - then God is too!
Every help and every breath
you for me and me for you.
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GH56)
Creation calls the tune
In their eagerness to praise God, hymns sometimes neglect the place God has given to the life of
the world on which we depend. To appreciate our reliance on fellow creatures honours God; the
inherent value, wonder and mystery of the Earth is not in competition with the Creator and
Sustainer, nor are these fringe bene ts for humanity the only purpose of Creation. In the chain of
enablement, Creation, directed by God, very much ‘calls the tune’.
Meter: 6.6.8.6
Tunes: St Michael (Genevan), or Sandys

1)Creation calls the tune;
no voice can sing alone:
our song needs Trees - because we breathethe Earth, for esh and bone
2)God’s covenant’s diverse:
sustained by love’s embrace
the branch cut from the Tree is dead
though Earth brings fruit from death.

fi

fl

3)We claim God’s likeness true
and rule by right divine;
Yet Christ the Vine, by God, by Breath
sustains, creates, combines.
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4)God gives us to the Earth
to till and tend and love;
though chosen violence is done
to soil, sea, heaven above.
5)Creation calls the tune:
a chorus-woven joy
of praise and justice: gifts of God
for healing to employ.

GH57)
Friend, if it really is your eye....
Mark 9:42ff)

8888 - not a popular meter in hymnbooks, but Small Church Music has plenty to
choose from, and I suggest ‘Abney’ which sings well:
https://www.smallchurchmusic.com/Score_PDF-2010/BlestAreTheHumble-Abney.pdf
https://www.smallchurchmusic.com/MP3-2010/MP3-BlestAreTheHumble-AbneyPipeLC-128-CAM.mp3
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1) Friend, if it really is your eye
which blocks your view of deadly threat
then pluck it out and live well long:
Firm grasp the nettle, sing the song.
2) Friend if it really is your hand
that’s clinging on to what may kill
not just your self but life’s own web
there’s urgency, lest life should ebb!
3) And if it really is your foot
will ing you headlong in abyss
depriving life of what you bring
then hopping, hopeful, learn to sing!

fi

fl

4) But if a change of view suf ce
And letting go of what has been
And choosing different paths from now
Then greet life whole, with hope endowed!
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GH58)
Reshape the clay
Meter 8787 - eg. All for Jesus, Gott will’s machen, Servant
Song etc.
(But not all with this meter fit, so sing it through)

To go with Jeremiah 18:1-11 or other readings

1)God gets hands-on with life’s substance
reshapes firmly full of care
Clay will never be discarded
Change is better than despair.
2) Earth with love is made and remade
clay is reshaped every day
Gods Word, rain and snow, sent Earthwards
fruitful justice; green array!
3) For heaven’s way is round and rounded
beauty formed upon God’s wheel
seasons, cycles, life and new life
trees and seas shall sing and feel.
4) Then releasing, never clinging:
endlessness we cannot choose.
Just grasp that this day God has made
for us to be Earth’s Good News.
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GH59)
Here is the news
Meter 9898
( e.g. St Clement ‘The day thou gavest).
Go carefully with Verse 3!
1) Here is the news: the Earth is crying
Here is the truth- our lives will change
Here is God’s will - for love and justice
Here is the chance to read the signs.
2) As Jesus warned with loving stories
As Jonah’s awful news hit home
As even ultimatum heals us
truth breaks the chains we’ve made our own.
3) Truth threatens yet also gives access to blessings
The stories always are diverse:
Hope truly exceeding hope’s rational grounding
Flows from our trust in God, love’s source
4) So ears and eyes, and minds wide open
are gates and portals for God’s care.
So Jesus’ teachings speak directly
to lived experience; now, and here!
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GH60)
Sustain your soul with hope and
thanks
Meter CM - especially ‘University’ - but choose a fresh,
light tune.
For use with Luke 15:1-10 ( or other passages)
A hymn poem on the value of ‘Low hanging fruit”, and of
celebration to sustain us.

1) Sustain your soul with hope and thanks

the things that do you good
that justice may ow from your joy
-as blood from nails and wood.
2) Do not hold back with praise that heals
despair’s cost is too high
Your smiles and laughter in despite
shall crushing power defy.

fl

fl

3) The Wildest Wind of God blew in
at Pentecost with ame
releasing inhibitions’ chains
to play God’s fairest game.
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4) Your own wee greening stumbles for
the prayer-embodied Earth
shall justify through Sea and Sky;
empower angelic mirth!

GH61)
God and Politics
For use with 1 Timothy 2:1-7 or other passages
Meter 8886 e.g. Saffron Walden, Childhood
it is, of course, absurd, to say, or tolerate the
saying, that ‘religion and politics don’t mix’, since
both are concerned with the good of people and
planet. The Timothy passage can. however, be read
in a way which encouraged quietist disengagement.
This hymn poem disagrees
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1) If rulers are from God, it’s plain
they'll always seek the common good.
So Christians pray, and give support,
where justice is assured.
2)When rulers lie and cheat and steal;
with malice, trample on the weak
then still we pray, protest and vote;
speak out, when called to speak.
3)God, even-handed sends the rain
bright Sun, through leaves; Creation’s fuel.
Our choices have their part to play:
the web of life’s renewal....
4) When rulers act to tend the Earth:
-every transition must be justwith all good will, our prayers and more
give power and hope and trust.

GH62)
Are we but slaves?
Meter 8787 e.g. Dominus regit me, (CH4 462)
(NB: take “obedience” as 3 syllables)
“Luke 17:10: “So you too, when you do all the things which are commanded
you, say, ‘We are unworthy slaves; we have done only that which we ought to
have done.’” And Romans 8, of course: the Creation groaning to see the
freedom of the children of God...
In the climate crisis, those entrusted with care for the Earth - and that’s our
species - may need to go above and beyond what seems normal.
Note : Verse 4 takes the ‘Incarnation in the Earth’ of Christ with perhaps
unexpected seriousness.
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1)Are we but slaves who only dare
obedience, keeping heads down?
The freedom for which Earth now groans
through Christ incarnate’s our own!
2)Obedience where the cruel laws
exclude the esh we’re sharing
cannot serve God whose law is love:
Creation’s good news daring!
3)To over-ride and yet ful l
tradition’s cherished treasure:
we can’t be true, unless by God’s
own mind and heart and measure.

fi

fl

4) To dignity, from servitude,
to partnership from prison
from Earth to Earth we hear the call:
as friends of Christ: Earth risen!
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Indexes: to get straight to the text you
want, use the GH number in a search.
General word searches may also bring
results.
Scripture Index:
(not by any means exhaustive, but might be helpful)

Genesis 1:26 GH2
Exodus 3 GH24
Job 12:8 GH23
Psalm 73: GH3
Psalm 150:6 GH1
Jeremiah: 18:1-11 GH58
Matthew 3:10 GH16
Matthew 10:16 GH13 GH38
Matthew 13 GH35
Mark 1: GH6
Mark 1:32-39 GH5 GH55
Mark 1: GH6 GH5
Mark 16:15 GH10
Mark 9:42ff GH 57
Luke 3 ( Advent) GH16
Luke 14 GH25
Luke 14:13 GH26
Luke 15:1-10 GH60
Luke 17:10 GH46, GH 62
Luke 19:40 GH12
Luke 21:29 GH23 GH24 GH26 John 1:14 GH23 GH30
John 3:8 GH7
John 5 GH28
John 8:32 GH59
Romans 8:22 GH34 GH62
1 John 4 GH46
1 Timothy 2:1-7 GH61
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Thematic index:
Epiphany GH17
Fun ( but serious) GH5 GH13 GH15 GH38 Harvest GH35 GH53
Image of God/partnership GH2 GH4 GH9 GH10 GH20 GH31
Incarnation GH23
Joy GH36
Origins GH21 GH22
Pain of Earth GH19
Palm Sunday GH11
Pentecost GH29
Rest: GH5
Sabbath GH8
Spirit GH7 GH14 GH29
Testing GH6
Trans guration GH45
Trees: GH1 GH24 GH23 GH27 Wealth: GH3
Voice of Earth GH56
Winter GH18
Christ the King GH39 GH54
First lines

fi

GH1) The generosity of trees
GH2) To God the Ceaseless Writer...
GH3) I nearly fell: I almost turned
GH4) We creatures of creative power
GH5) As Jesus gently withdrew from the clamour GH6) Christ the lonely, in
life’s midst
GH7) Come Spirit, Wind and Breath and Power GH8 Commitment and rest:
GH9)We creatures of creative power
GH10)By the rainbow, all-embracing
GH11) Sing, shouting stones
GH12) Giver or Lender God?
GH13) Shifty and crafty
GH14) Sing of heav’n: then sing of Sky
GH15) Come saints and trouble-makers
GH16) How shall we change?
GH17) What sort of God?
GH18) Whilst still the ground is hard
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fl

fl

fi

GH19) As screams God’s world
GH20) Friends of Christ Jesus, partnered with life GH21) In you, all things
beginning
GH22) In the rocks are inscribed
GH23) In Christ our God took esh
GH24) Just as Moses stopped and turned GH25) You give a banquet?
GH26) Come to the Party:
GH27) A Vision...
GH28) Trouble the waters
GH29) Fragile the wind.
GH30) Not far away across the sea
GH31) To God the Sustainer we stretch out in praise
GH32) Though all of life is Earth made new
GH33) Pro t and reward and glory
GH34) Lost and Gone Astray?
GH35) Seed and sower, birds and weather
GH36) Joy, God’s Essence
GH37) The Widowed Earth
GH38) Pigeon-gentle, crafty snake:
GH39) King and Victim for all creatures
GH40) The foreigners upon the hill
GH42) Friend in the darkness
GH43) How dare you forgive
GH44) Praise with breath and growth and ying
GH45) Cloud and glory, fear and trembling
GH46) The servant doesn’t serve
GH47) When all we see intimidates
GH48) Christ the Apple Tree Remix
GH49) Now Christ lives here as he promised
GH50) One day I said sorry out loud to the Earth GH51) Deep our longing to
dwell with you
GH52) Our legacy is dire
GH53) Beyond the Harvest
GH54) Praise when the ages turn:
GH55) From the waters’ fond embrace
GH56) Creation calls the tune
GH57) Friend, if it really is your eye....
GH58) Reshape the clay
GH59) Here is the news
GH60) Sustain your soul with hope and thanks
GH61)God and Politics
GH62) Are we but slaves?

